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I. INTRODUCTION

This document provides a progress report on research conducted under DOE

Contract DEACO280ER10699 for the past year, and describes proposed work for

the first year of a new two year contract beginning November 15, 1990.
I

! The work of the group which now includes 3 faculty, 4 research, 2

technical staff and 8 thesis students, is directed at the commissioning of

i the D_ detector, slated to begin data taking in late 1991. The group hassignificant responsibilities for the central drift chamber (CDC), currently

operating in D_ under cosmic ray tests. The installation of modules,

wiring, checkout and closure of the central liquid argon/uranium calorimeter

(CC) was led by two of our postdocs and three students. We also have key

responsibilities for calorimeter calibration software and test beam

analysis. We are involved in several physics analysis teams developing

strategies and algorithms for rapid extraction of physics from the first

data. A major effort is in progress to commission the full tracking system,

the CC and the central muon system by October. These systems will then take

cosmic ray data providing a checkout run to test the full D_ hardware and

data acquisition system.

This last year has also seen the initiation of a new effort directed at

exploiting t.heopportunities which will exist at the SSC. Starting from the

initial EMPACT (Electrons, Muons, Partons with Air Core Toroids) concept, we

have formed an international collaboration, developed and evaluated a

i powerful detector, and submitted to the SSCL an Expression of Interest

(EOI). We have pioneered a productive partnership with industries who have

provided major technical support for the proposal. In order to support this

effort without diminishing support at a critical time for D_ we have

successfully solicited temporary financial support from Stony BrookUniversity and the New York State who are funding two new tenure track.

I faculty ].inesand an administrative aide to support next year's effort o!_the proposal. We look to DOE to provide substantial support for this

I initiative.

i There is a natural link between D_ and EMPACT, since the latter is _Ln

extension of the philosophy of D# to the SSC energy regime, which provides

better resolution and higher luminosity capability. It is anticipated that
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if EMPACT is approved there will be a natural merging of the two efforts

providing opportunities for physics and hardware developm_nt. For the

present however it seems prudent to propose support under two separate tasks

ensuring both adequate attention to D_ during its crucial commissioning

phase and critical mass to organize the proposal preparation of E_iPACT. At

the end of this two year contract we will be in a position to reevaluate

both projects and reallocate resources, if appropriate.

Work supported by this contract on these projects is described below,

as well as the scope of research for the coming year, and the budgets

necessary to support this effort.



2. THE D# EXPERIMENT

!

i 2.1. Introduction
!

D_ is a general purpose detector designed and built for the Tevatron,

having the benefit of the experience obtained from the first CERN SppS

Collider runs. The detector is shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The primary physics goals of the D_ experiment are the precision

measurements of Standard Model parameters such as the mass ratio of W and Z,

and the width of the W. The lower mass limit for the top quark is 89 GeV,

from the last 5 pb-I run by the CDF Collaboration. D_ has the capabilities

to increase the lower mass limit or to detect the t-quark unambiguously.

The high luminosity expected in the '91 Collider run will enable direct

searches for new phenomena such as supersymmetric quanta up to masses around

150 GeV. New generations of vector bosons can be detected up to 500 GeV.

All these studies rely heavily on the precision measurement of the

elementary quanta: leptons, quark- and gluon-jets, and photons.

D_ is designed to optimize the detection and resolution for leptons and

jets. Here calorimetry with full coverage and good resolution for both EM

and hadronic radiation is at a premium. D@ chose calorimetry, using

depleted uranium as absorber and liquid argon as the sampling medium. Thi_;

| combination gives compactness, radiation hardness, simple implementation of

ml projective tower segmentation, and ease of calibration. The D_ design hasequalized response to electron and hadron showers, crucial to obtain good

i resolution of jet energy measurements. In beam tests we measured adifference in response to electrons and hadrons less than 5_ for incident

i energies above the lowest available beam momentum of 10 GeV. Resolution forelectrons and hadrons, as measured in the test beam, is O.18/VE for EM

showers and 0.48/rE for hadronic showers (Appendix B).

The calorimetry is finely segmented to optimize electron shower

identification and matching with tracking. The calorimetry is deep, 8

interaction lengths on average, subdivided in 4 layers in depth in the EM

part (21 radiation lengths), and 3 more layers in the Hadronic part. Both
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EM and Hadronic calorimeters are finely subdivided in ¢ and U towers of

dimensions 0.i x 0.I. The first EM layer is thin and will partly serve to

distinguish electron, photon and early pion (charge exchange) showers. The

third EM layer will see the EM shower maximum and has a finer spatial

division of 0.05 in ¢ and 0.05 in _.

The Calorimetry is divided into three major parts, shown in Figure 3: a

Central Calorimeter, built by Brookhaven National Laboratory and Stony

Brook, and two End Calorimeters (EC) under construction at Fermilab and

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

The tracking is compact and has no magnetic field. Although the

absence of a field precludes momentum and sign measurements, it has the

large benefit of being compact, thus reducing the decay path for pions and

Kaons, and prohibiting the fanning out of jets and low energy particles.

The tracking hardware and Software can thus be kept relatively simple.

Integrated in the tracking is a Transition Radiation Detector (TED) that

enhances electron identification in the central region and, together with

the tracking, increases rejection of such backgrounds as pion,gamma overlap

/ photon conversions, and charged pion charge exchange early in the

calorimeter.

Full .muon coverage is implemented with magnetized shielding iron

providing additional punch-through rejection as well as muon energy

measurement. Up to momenta of 300 GeV sign determination is possible (3 _)

i and resolution is a constant 207@
i

Below we describe our past progress and future plans for the assembly

and commissioning of the Central Calorimeter and the Central Drift Chambe1_

and the development of software for these tasks.

2.2. Central Calorimeter

2.2.1 Installation

This year the D_ Central Calorimeter was completed. In the fall the

calorimeter will be cooled down for the first time. A major contribution

was made by Stony Brook personnel working under this contract: S. Feher, J.

Guida and graduate students T. Heuring, M. Paterno, J. Yu.
5
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Extensive acceptance testing of the CC modules built at Brookhaven was

completed early this year. This included HV testing to locate and remove

any dirt in the modules, and capacitance testing to check signal

connections. The vacuum pulse aspirator (Figure 4), designed and built by

S. Feher to remove microscopic shorts, proved to be extremely useful. The

I HV test was done before, during and after the installation of the modulesI

i into the cryostat. Any problems found were fixed. Module installation was

i finally completed in November, 1989 (Figure 5).!
I

A cleaning facility was set up at Fermilab, including a vacuum oven,

for thorough cleaning of all objects that had to be mounted in the cryostat,

e.g. thermometers, cables, connectors, feedthrough boards. Cleanliness was

regularly tested by immersion of cleaned parts in a liquid argon test cell.

The vacuum pulse cleaning system and cleaning facility will also be used in

the installation of the test beam calorimeter and the End Calorimeters.

The transparent dust cover for the CC that proved essential in keeping the

modules clean during the wiring phase of the calorimeter installation was

constructed under the contract.

After module installation, cabling of the calorimeter array inside the

cryostat was the next task. The modules were first cabled for thermometry.

A total of 240 temperature sensors were attached inside and on the outer

surface of the calorimeter modules. Sensors have been connected to a

feedthrough box and calibrated to read the correct temperature. The final1

high voltage connections consisting of 550 HV channels distributed to the

modules were wired. Afterwards, another high voltage test was done to testi

• both connections and modules|

The signal cabling ran into more problems than the other cabling. The

problems were all associated with the connections to the feedthrough boxes.

The feedthrough box flanges were found to be distorted and therefore it was

impossible to achieve a leak-proof seal between the boxes and the

feedthrough boards. The problem was solved by re-machining the top flange

of each box and by replacing the indium seal by an O-ring seal. Apart from

this delay, cabling progressed smoothly. During the cabling, connections

were checked regularly by capacitance measurements which showed that all

connections from 770 cables are good from the module up to the preamp box.

-6-
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FIGURE 4

Vacuum Pulse Aspirator for Removal of

Micrn_np1_ _horts in Calorimeter Modules
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FICURE 5
End View of the Comp]eted Central Calorimeter

with Personnel
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Next, the massless gaps were installed. They consist of a double

liquid argon readout gap to sample energy absorbed in the CC end plates

(1.25 n stainless steel), and were implemented after it was realized that the

energy resolution over the interface between CC and EC could be improved

significantly by sampling the energy lost in end plates and cryostat walls.

A total of 3_2 massless gaps are instal].ed in the central calorimeter. HV

tests and capacitance tests were done to check the gaps and the cabling.

Ali four argon purity tests cells have been installed into the

i cryo_tat. These cells use alpha and beta sources to track the purity the
of

liquid argon over time by measuring the electron attachment.

Before closing the cryostat, a test was performed with a quarter of the

final electronics connected to the readout to check the noise level from

gap capacitance, cross talk and coherent effects. Results are very good"

noise is consistent with that expected from capacitance alone and coherent

noise is lower than expected. Pedestal widths are nearly independent of HV,

increasing by only one count (out of six) in the presence of HV. A summary

of the CC HV status before the closing of the cryostat is given in Table 1:

apart from the 4 #A short in a FH module and a shorted first gap in EMl4 due

to a distorted end plate, no serious problems are present.

At present, the cryostat heads are being welded onto the cryostat

walls. The cryostat will then Be prepared for filling with liquid argon.

The installation of the CC on the D_ platform is expected to occur in mid-

July.

For the coming contract year, we plan to begin a study of the severity

of argon contamination from backstreaming oyygen in the event of a small

leak in a feedthrough. Such contamination is expected to be negligible, but

we would like to prove it by calculation and model tests. Another topic for

study is the possibility of improvements and modifications to the cryogenic

system. Funds for these tests are included under "_iscellaneous, Fermi

Account."

2.2.2 Commissioning

Li After roll-on, cablingand cryofitting, first cool down is scheduled in

! September, leading to the measurement of HV behavio r, uranium noise and
'!1 long term stability of the detector.

I -7-
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EM: Ali OK except EMl4 (deformed endplate).

FH:

_HV!D(module ID) Current Fluctuation Status _UADRANT TEST

N12.7 (FHS-28.6) _OOnA not clear active not covered
NS1.4(FHS-06.8) 250nA +/- 50nA GONE didn't see
NS1.5(FHS-O0.10) lOua not clear vac_4uA noisy at the

active center of module.
current indicates
the short is near
the end plate

S30.7 (FHS-28.9) 800nA not clear active not covered
S04.8 (FHS-16.5) lOOnA +/- 101LA active seen
805.7(FHS-18.9) 250nA +/-20nA active definite

correlation
OK at 1.5kV

$21.4(FHS-22.5) 150nA +/- 50nA active(?) not covered

CH: Ali OK.

MG: All OK.

TABLE 1

iI
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A long cosmic ray test is scheduled for mid-October lasting several

months until the roll-on of the EC. This will be the first time that all

the different detector systems of D@ will be combined. The transition

radiation detector, central drift chamber, forward drift chambers, central

calorimeter, and muon chambers will all take data as a single unit. Weekly

planning meetings for this important exercise are being held to check

progress and find possible bottlenecks ahead of time. Feher, Guida and

students drive the calorimeter commissioning effort, while Rijssenbeek is

responsible for the coordination of the tracking installation and

commissioning.

The cosmic ray test starting this fall is extremely important to debug

both hardware and software in order to be ready for the '91 Collider run; D_

is an untried detector coming to a mature Collider! All contract personnel

will spend most of their time at Fermilab during this crucial period. We

foresee a long period of commissioning in which various problems will show

uo and be cured. Development and tuning of data acquisition software,

control software, alarm monitoring, and electronic calibration procedures is

nezessary. Using various triggers with muon chambers and tracking, tuning

of trigger conditions can be accomplished.

2.2.3 Calorimeter Beam Tests

In parallel with the CC commissioning, an important effort is being

made in calibrating calorimeter modules in the Fermilab NWA test beam with

electrons and hadrons, (Figure 6). Both CC and EC modules will be tested.

The first cryostat load will be an EC EM and hadronic module assembled at

Fermilab. This module is the center module of the EC and only two of its

kind will be built. We will test one module in the test beam, while its

twin will be installed directly in the first EC cryostat. A second load

measured later this year, will consist of a CC and an EC middle hadronic

module, plus steel to simulate the cryostat walls in t:leCC-EC transition

region. In addition, we plan to install scintillator sheet with fiber

readout to model the Inter Cryostat Detector. This second test run will

yield important data on the response over the CC-EC transition region, which

is difficult to predict accurately. In addition, the test will provide the

first pass calibration for the D_ calorimeter.

ill
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FIGURE 6

N_4A Test Beam Cryostat, March '90
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Contract personnel involved in the preparation and execution of the

beam test are M. Demarteau, Guida and graduate student W. Karsh. Demarteau

, has responsibility for the test beam Monte Carlo, necessary for comparing
i

I measured energy with the known beam energy, and has developed the method forfinding the impact point of electronshowers. This method pinpoints the
i

: electron with a precision better than 2 mm over the CC region relative to

the impact point extrapolated from the beam PWC's. Guida, because of her

experience with the module assembly and acceptance testing, is involved in

the installation in the test beam cryostat, and Karsh has responsibility

for the temperature monitoring and cryostat cleanliness.

The beam test will start its cool down this June, and first results are

expected soon thereafter.

2.3. Central Drift Chamber

The Central Drift Chamber (CDC), developed by Stony Brook, is an

important part of the D_ tracking system. It measures the charged particles

in the _7 region between-1.1 and i.I , (Figures 7 & 8). Its main function

is topological: it allows us to distinguish electrons from photons and can

_| follow high energy muons back to the vertex. Using ionization measurements,

i

the CDC is able to improve the TRD single electron signature by identifying

(knock-on) electron-hadron overlap and electron-positron pairs from photon

conversions. Together with forward tracking, the CDC improves the missing

energy signature through information about the direction of energy flow in

the CC-EC transition region. As mentioned later, it's measurements serve in

a fast on-line vertex position determination. Last, it gives us the ability

to measure "kinks and V-zero's" signatures of particle decays,

ii Contract personne] working on the CDC are Rijssenbeek, and graduatestudents J. Cochran, and J. Thompson, who will be joined by Postdoc S.

2.3.1 Cosmic Ray and Beam Tests

!

I Since the assembly of the CD in the summer '89, the CDC has undergone a
long series of cosmic ray tests. Under H¥ for almost 6 months before
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shipment to Fermilab in January '90, the CDC has proved to be a sturdy and

reliable instrument. We have not found any shortcomings in its HV behavior
9O

in cosmic rays nor under local irradiation with a strong 100 _Ci Sr

source. This confirms our winter '89 experience obtained at the Tevatron

with a three-sector segment of the CDC, the so-called "PreMod", where we

read sense wire currents in excess of 1 HA wire during Main Ring injection

and acceleration without any signs of degradation. After rejection of non-

interaction _ events (Main Ring and Tevatron beam-gas and beam-wall

collisions), we were able to measure a vertex distribution that matches the

distribution expected by the machine physicists (Figure 9).

In the CDC cosmic ray tests we accumulated high statistics data on the

drift velocity, t-zero, and wire gain for each module and layer. By making

overlapping measurements and keeping track of temperature and atmospheric

pressure, we were able to build up achamber map of accurate measurements of '_

drift velocity differences between individual drift cells. Software has

been written to inter-calibrate sense wire and delay line t-zeros using test

pulse patte:.ls sent to the preamplifier inputs. Together with electrical

length measurements of the testpulse cables this yields a map of relative t-

zeros for all wires of the CDC with a resolution better than 1.5 ns.

A short beam test was done in March-April '90, using the Fermilab NWA

test beam and the PreMod for a high statistics measurement of the space-time

relationship. Using external PWC track measurements we hope to disentangle

t-zero and drift velocity effects and check for non-linearities near the

anode and cathode planes. Involved in this test were Cochran, Rijssenbeek,

and Thompson with NSF supported personnel. After survey of the PreMod, its

movable support table, and the PWC's we get a preliminary good match between

CDC track and PWC track (Figures lOa & b). Relative t-zeros are well

measured using electronic test pulses (Figure ii). The analysis of this

data is still in progress.

2.3.2 Chamber Installation and Commissioning

The CDC arrived at Fermilab in January '90 and was installed inside the

D_ muon toroids soon thereafter (Figure 12). As no readout electronics were

available before May '90, only a quick HV check was done. At the end of

April the TRD was installed inside the CDC. No problems were encountered.

-lO-
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Presently the CDC is hooked up to the gas system and to part of the final

readout electronics: we have readout of 392 channels or about 30_ of the

total. We expect electronics d_livery to start by mid-June. Initially we

I will equip two vertical wedges, each 5 modules wide, andstart cosmic ray
running from mid-June until mid-July, the time for the CC roll-on. We hope

! to run simultaneously with the TRD and one Forward Drift Chamber system in

_ order to gain experience before the October c-,_mic ray run involving the

whole D_ detector. Cabling of the CDC has steered and will be finished by

October. Periodic tests of the cabling will be done with testpules on

i preamplifiers and shaping amplifiers.

_ The tracking gas system is being i_stalled in the D_ hall. The Stony

Brook gas mixer that supplies both CDC and FDC is in place. The Stony Brook

"canary" chamber, a small CDC drift cell model monitoring gas gain and drift

velocity using beta sources, has been installed in the gas room.

Preliminary software is in place and will be improved by graduate students

(Thompson and an NSF supporl.edstudent).

The HV relay/fanouts built and designed at Stony Brook for the CDC are

now in production and under test, and will be shipped to Fermilab by mid-

June. This system, built with support of this contract, allows us to switch

HV of individual drift cells while using a single large HV supply, thus

reducing cost per channel appreciably. Ion currents are monitored per cell

using the field wires (which are at effective ground). Temperature and

pressure monitoring, started this year, will be iutegrated into the overall

detector status monitoring system. We are requesting funds to develop and

implement the status display system for the CDC using a moderately priced PC

system. A similar system is also under consideration in Fermilab for event

displaying.

2.3.3 Software Development and Data Analysis

Software development has acquired renewed urgency now that the hardware

task is nearing its end. We are getting involved in specifying monitoring

parameters and procedures and developing software tasks. For the

calorimeter, such L_k_ i_ulude _, _'ty --_ _......_....... _+^'_"" _v

monitoring, and test pulse calibration procedures for measurement of

pedestal and linearity. For tracking, there are drift (canary) parameter

-ii-



measurements, chamber gas flow, temperature and pressure measurements, and

field wire current and HV monitoring. In the readout we want to monitor

channel occupancy, efficiency, a_erage pulse height, distribution of pulse

times, and check downloaded channel parameters. Ali relevant parameters

have to be stored in the D_ database together with their history.

Much of the software framework for the various monitoring tasks listed

above exist, but only few tasks have been implemented in a robust and

finalized manner. A large amount of software monitoring has to be written,

and this requires persons conversant with the hardware.

In addition, an effort has been started to prepare for the physics

analysis. Groups have formed to study algorithms for electron/photon

identification, exergy measurement, and position measurement; for muon

identification, and for the measurement and verification of missing energy.

Rijssenbeek is the co-convenor for this last group. It is hoped to present

"final" versions of the algorithms this summer.

Physics analysis groups, convening around a particular physics topic

are to be formed by July. Student participation is expected and encouraged

here. Our students are participating in a Drell Yan di-muon study, top

quark searches, and precision studies of Standard Model parameters.

Analysis software will entail the search for detection schemes and

background studies using the recently available D_ GEANT detector simulation

package (complete, but very time consuming) and the D_ "toy calorimeter"

package (fast but unreliable in the tails of distributions).

Software development and computing load has increased significantly at

Stony Brook and at D_. We have, with DOE and NSF support, installed a VAX

cluster of 2 VAX stations SlO0 at btony Brook and a 4 station cluster at

Fermilab for use by Stony Brook personnel stationed there. These systems

are used intensively for development of CDC tracking algorithms, for

analysis of test beam data, both from calorimeter and chamber; for

calorimeter test beam Monte Carlo studies, and for the development of

tracking calibration software. In Figures iSa & b we show a fully simulated

tt event in the tracking chambers. With a fast vertex detection algorithm,
,,_.....I_ _.n_._+._ _ r_n _Pv_ _ rp.._nl,,t_ono_ 2 cm alon_ the beams

We propose to expand the presently installed cluster at Stony Brook by two

!| more stations, one of which would be a color graphics terminal for event

i topology studJ_, hy the Physics analysis groups.

-12-
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3. SSC ACTIVITIES: THE EMPACTPROJECT

3.1. EMPACTHistory

I

. The original concept for EMPACT (Electrons Muons Partons with Air Core

Toroids) was developed during a 6 month stay at the SSC Central Design Group

last year. In conjunction with preparation of a report on site specific

facility designs with generic detector models, a survey of extant ideas for

SSC detectors indicated that, despite the fact that the muon detectors set

the scale for the detectors, muon performance was inferior to electron

performance in resolution or acceptance. This led to the proposal to use

superconducting air core toroids as a muon spectrometer allowing excellent

resolution over the desired solid angle. Toroids are attractive because the

fields are everywhere perpendicular to the trajectory, the bending power can

be tuned to achieve constant PT resolution, the closed field obviates the
need for massive return yokes, and there is a ccnsiderable body of expertise

in the fusion field.

i In this same period we began work in collaboration with BNL (H. Gordon)and Martin Marietta Areospace on designs for hermetic liquid argon

i calorimetry for SSC detectors, funded under the generic R&D program. Thiswork (Appendix B) has received considerable notice for the designs

i generated, for the introduction of new tools for performance analysis using
ray tracing in SD engineering models, and for its involvement of highe

i technology industry as a scientific collaborator in detector design.
IR

|

The study of toroids for use in SSC experiments was initially funded By

the SSC and then through a subsystem development grant. This work, which

involves Grumman as a collaborator, and relies on fusion experts, has

produced designs for toroidal magnets with a ratio of multiple scattering to

magnetic bend of less than 3_ over the full solid angle. Grumman has a high

energy physicist and senior engineer stationed at Stony Brook. The design

work has Been assisted by a graduate student in engineering (S. Snee).

EMPACT was formally launched at a workshop held at BNL in August, 1989.

Since then there have Been 6 more meetings and the collaboration has grown

to 44 institutions.

i_ -13-



3.3.2 Overview

The SSC will open a new window on the substructure of the world, with

energies 10 times higher than previously available. The environment at

design luminosity will be far more hostile than in any previous collider,

with interaction rates, particle densities and radiation levels testing the

limits of detector technology. Adding to the challenge, is the

understanding that many of the signals for predicted new phenomena, which

provide the rationale for the SSC, are buried in large backgrounds and are

expected to be found at the limits of statistical significance. Given

these conditions we feel that a detector for the SSC must provide the

broadest possible attack on ne_ physics. For those phenomena that have been

predicted by theory or new models of nature - such as electroweak symmetry

breaking, new gauge groups, compositeness and new quarks or leptons - we

must emphasize measurement of electrons, photons, muons, jets and neutrinos

which are the fundamental probes of high energy collisions. These

primordial probes must be measured with good uniformity ove_ the largest

possible solid angle with excellent resolution matched to the physics goals.

In particular, we expect to reconstruct and study W's and Z's which will be

the key to resolving the puzzle of electroweak symme*.ry breaking in the

regime accessible to the SSC. The study of these probes will enable us to

elucidate predicted phenomena and historically provides the best

opportunity for discovery of unexpected new physics.

We believe the best approach is to design a detector with optimal

calorimetry augmented by TRD tracking for aid in particle identification.

We feel that this optimization is best accomplished in the _bsence of a

central magnetic field, allowing hermetic calorimetry, simplified tracking

and opening the possibility of extending the performance and physics reach

of the detector beyond the standard luminosity to the ultimate limits of the

SSC. To achieve good resolution and acceptance for muons, we are proposing

a spectrometer utilizing superconducting toroidal magnets surrounding the

calorimetry. As benchmarks in the evaluation of the performance of our

proposed detector, we are studying our precision in reconstructing Z's

emanating from the decay of heavy objects; our ability to reconstruct heavy

Higgs decays to Z's and W's in well constrained (four lepton) and also less

_i
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constrained (jet-jet or neutrino modes)decay modes; our ability to discover

and measure the decay asymmetry of a new heavy Z'; and also our ability to

study the properties of a heavy top quark, especially at high PT' While
these processes are useful as indicators of performance, they are only a

small sample of the possible range of physics discovery of our detector.

lt is our goal in the design of this detector to study the widest

possible range of new phenomena accessible at the SSC. Thus we will begin

our studies at the standard energy and luminosity, and will provide a

detector capable of utilizing luminosities up to an order of magnitude

i higher as the SSC matures and lower mass and transverse momentum phenomena _

are thoroughly studied. The SSC will have a useful life of decades and we

, intend this detector to evolve and adapt with the machine to new physics and

improved performance.

3.3. Physics _otivations

The new SSC Laboratory will be the premier high energy physics facility

in the world for the first decades of the next century. With beams ten

times higher in energy than previously available, it will allow microscopy

= of the subnuclear world at distances proportionately smaller. The

- (1033rationale for building the SSC at the energy (40 TeV) and luminosity
-2 -i

cm s ) selected are based on several predicted phenomena whose study

justifies the expense and effort. However, every new energy domain has

resulted in unexpected new discoveries that have elucidated new aspects o£

our understanding of the fundamental laws of physics, and we hope that

history will repeat at the SSC. The primary motivation for the

construction of a 40 TeV hadron collider, is to discover the source of the

electroweak symmetry breaking - which generates the masses of the W and Z

ii bosons, differentiating the Z from the massless photon, and giving masses to
the quarks and leptons. While the source of this symmetry breaking may be

controversial, the mass scale below which it must manifest itself is not.

A.]_ theories indicate that strong interactions of the longitudinal
+ -

ZLZLcomponents of the vector bosons, e.g. WLWL _ o o must increase, violating
unitarity in the 1-2 TeV range unless some mechanism suppresses it. This

situation is analogous to the role of the W and Z themselves, which

prevented the weak cross sections from violating unitarity around 300 GeV.

The simplest standard model is completely finite and renormalizable, due to



i

3 and
the existence of a scalar Higgs singlet, whose width increases like MH,

decays predomi _antly (for MH>2MZ) into vector boson pairs. Supersymmetric
models, which have profound implications for the unification of all forces,

predict partners for the known objects and also new W' and Z' bosons at

higher mass, all of which have well defined interactions and decays, but

undetermined masses. Many of these predicted new particles produce W's and

Z's in their decay chains, as well as decays characterized by llke-sign

leptons, and also the absence of leptons in the presence of jets and missing

PT" If the popular models of standard Higgs, s_,persymmetry, or
technicolor are not correct, there are still other Fossibilities for

! elucidating the source of symmetry breaking. Two extremes are the emergence

of strong interactions between the bosons which will entail studies of boson

pairs with masses in the 1 - 2 T_V range; and the possibility of a heavy top

(around 200 GeV) condensate acting in the role of the Higgs.

The cleanest method of discovering the standard Higgs boson above the ZZ

threshold, is in the decay of the Higgs to 2 Z's, each Z subsequently

decaying to either electrons or muons. The contours for producing 20

events, with either electrons or muons in the final state, as a function of

energy and luminosity are shown in Figure 14. This plot underlines the need

for luminosity and also the premium on detection of both electrons and

muons. Shown in Figure 15 are the reconstructed Higgs signals on top of the

background for 400 GeV mass, as a function of detector resolution. One can

infer the premium of good resolution, and again the advantage of having

equivalent resolution for electrons and muons.

As the Higgs mass increases and the signal in the four lepton channel

decreases there emerges a need for searches in less well-defined decay

channels. These include decay to ZZ, where one Z is detected through the

leptonic decay, and the other is allowed to decay to either jets or

neutrinos. The decays to WW are also available, but the double leptonic

decay is unreconstructible, and the single leptonic decay, with the other W

decaying to two jets, is subject to large background from the decay of heavy

top.

In the search for new extended gauge groups, a key signal is the

detection of a new heavy Z boson. While resolution is not likely to affect

discovery of such an object because of the expected absence of background

!!
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FIGURE 14

Luminosity Required to Produce in One Year 20 Standard-Model

Higgs Bosons that Decay to Four Charged Leptons (e,_)
as a Function of c.m. Energy (Mass of t quark = 85 GeV)

Results are shown for Higgs masses of 400, 600 and 800 GeV
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signals, the understandlngof the character of the new object will come

through measurements of its decay asymmetry, and thus requires a detector

with good resolution and acceptance for muons in the forward region. .

1 In add_.tionto the exploration of the symmetry breaking sector, the SSC

will provide the opportunity to search for evidence of new families of

quarks and leptons, lt is still possible for example, to Contemplate the

! existence of a fourth generation, whose leptons (charged and neutral) are

sufficiently heavy to not be distinguishable by mass and width

. measurements of the W and Z. In particular, the SSC will be an ideal

I instrument for studying the top quark, whether or not it is discovered at
: the Tevatron. The top must be well understood, because it is a background

to Higgs studies, as well as a possible source of symmetry breaking if its

mass arisesthrough dynamical means.

With the energies available at the SSC, it will bepossible to extend

the Rutherford scattering exploration for substructure of the quarks

' themselves. Through studies of very high PT jets, it will be possible to
detect compositeness at the scale of tens of TeV, or equivalently objects

the size of 10-5 of the proton. The common threads that link these studies

is the clear importance of reconstructing the intermediate bosons - the W, Z

and the photon - and thus to measure their decay products, namely, the

electrons, muons, jets and neutrinos, which constitute the fundamental-

probes of high energy collisions, lt is our goal toprovide a detector

i that is capable of providing an optimized and balanced emphasis on ali these

i accessible probes, which will then provide the broadest possible attack on
|

these Critical issues. Perhaps even more significant, is that if these

goals are accomplished, one will have a detector that can discover new and

unexpected phenomena, which historically have revealed themselves through

the leptons as pointlike probes of the interactions. Thus our philosophy

has been to test the designs of the detector against the challenges of

predicted phenomena, with the hope of optimizing our chances for discovery

of the unknown.

Finally we note that the discovery limits of the SSC are determined by

the energy and the luminosity of the machine. These are illustrated

vividly by Figures 14 and 16, which give discovery contours for Higgs

and new Z's. lt is clear that designing a detector which can accommodate
-2 -i

luminosities significantly above the design luminosity of I03S cm s , will

greatly extend the usefulness and power of the detector for discovery of

if., -17-
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higher mass phenomena. The standard luminosity is a challenge to current

technology, but we feel that higher luminosity capability is achievable

with modifications in approach. Thus, at higher luminosity, where multiple

interactions per crossing are common, it will be necessary to increase the

minimum transverse momentum under scrutiny, and perhaps to limit the solid

angle since the rates are a strong function of rapidity coverage. This is

completely consistent with the higher mass regime, where the PT scale of
interest is higher and the decay distributions are more central. Thus we

envision running at the standard design luminosity to study the low mass

regimes, and as the machine luminosity increases, increasing our thresholds
J
] to extend our range of study. This philosophy affects the choices of many
J

of the detector parameters, such as tracking segmentation and muon trigger
element sizes from the outset.

3.4. Detector Philosophy

The environment for doing physics at the SSC, will provide enormous

' challenges for detector design At the design luminosity of 1033 -2 -i. cm s ,

there will be an average of 1.6 interactions every 16 nsec, with higher

multiplicities and higher energies of particles than previously encountered.

This is the first machine where irradiation of detector elements imposes

limits on technologies and forces choices on the geometry of the detectors.

This is coupled with the challenge of pushing the detectors to the limit to

extractthe new physics. Most of the signals for the predicted phenomena

come from minority decay modes and must be extracted from copious

.| backgrounds, challenging the abilities of trigger systems to extract new
|

physics. The search for new physics at the limits of the machine imply that

signals will be of marginal statistical significance, and one must utilize

all possible handles to confirm the results.

In order to cope with these challenges, we have adopted a philosophy for

the design of the detector, that seeks to optimize the detector by providing

uniform technology over the largest solid angle, with excellent resolution

for electrons, muons, jets and neutrinos, while maintaining the capability

to run at very high luminosity. Uniform technology is essential in our

view, because each detector boundary, or change in technology

necessitates some loss of signal and possibility of background simulating

rare processes. This is particularly true for key processes such as Higgs

decays to four lepton final states, where even small inefficiencies can

combine to give poor acceptance.
-18-
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Large acceptance in solid angle, especially in rapidity, is required for

most predicted physics at the standard luminosity. For masses of new

objects below 1 TeV, the decay products are distributed _,ver 5 units of

i rapidity, and exploration of associated backgrounds suggests detector|
sensitivity to 6 units. This is especially true for measurements of

forward-backward asymmetries, and low mass objects. At high luminosities,

where the object is to push mass limits, the acceptance can be narrowed

somewhat. Good resolution is a requisite in many cases for optimizing

signal to background. The exact specification is hard to quantify, since

good resolution is expensive. For electrons and jets, the resolution limits

are naturally set by the systematic effects in a calorimeter - usually at

the 2_ level. For muons we take two possible measures - first, trying to

equalize the resolutions for electrons and muons over some kinematic range;

and second to tes_ the reso].ution against reconstruction of the Z°, which

provides a quantitative benchmark. While the resolution for leptons is not

critical for 4 lepton decays which are fully constrained, it may provide

significant aid in signal to background in those channels where only one Z°

can be identified. For a heavy new Z', good momentum resolution is not

important for discovery, but is required to study the decay asymmetry which

characterizes the new particle. For the hadron calorimetry, we want

sufficient resolution and segmentation to reconstruct W and Z decays to 2

jets. Finally, we want to build a detector capable of utilizing as much of

the ultimate luminosity of the SSC as possible.

i 3.5. Detector Realization

We have begun the conceptual design of a detector based on the general

principles elucidated above. The crucial elemt_t in this detector is the

calorimeter which provid_ precision measurements of electrons, photons,

jets and missing transverse momenta. The ca_.orimeteralso provides particle

identification which must be augmented by a tracking system. We feel that

optimization of the calorimetry is best accomplished without the presence of

a central magnetic field. While there is some limitation on the physics

that can be accomplished without this field at low luminosity (less than

1032), we feel that a detector designed without the constraints of a

central field is competitive with a solenoidal detector at the design

luminosity of the SSC for the high mass phenomena for which the SSC is

being built. At higher luminosities, where low PT tracks from multiple

-].9-



interactions create havoc by looping in a magnetic field, our detector l_as

clear adv_:_'_ages.The absence of the magnet _llows for better hermeticity

and simplified tracking functions at all luminosities. In order to achieve

equivalent resolution for muons over the full solid angle, we are proposing

to implement a spectrometer based on a large system of superconducting

toroidal magnets which surround the calorimetry. To advance the design of

the detector we have formulated a strawman detector, whose elements are

shown in Figure 17. It incorporates a tracking system based on azimuthal

straw tubes operated as a transition radiation detector. This detector

occupies a volume of lm in radius and 5m in length. Surrounding the tracker

is a volume for calorimetry 3.5m in radius and 17m in length. We are
J

currently evaluating liquid argon with uranium plates and scintillating

fibers embedded in lead (SPACAL) augmented with a silicon based

electromagnetic section as alternative design choices. Beyond the

calorimetry are measuring stations for muon trajectories, sufficient to give

" an entrance point in the central region and an initial direction in the

forward region. The toroidal magnet system is divided into central and end

regions, and provides sufficient bending with minimal multiple scattering -

- typically less than 5 radiation lengths in either magnet. Outside the

magnet are two further measuring stations which provide the exiting

direction for the muons.

The purpose of the strawman detector is to provide a basis for

evaluating and iterating the detector design. For each detector element we

use the strawman as a basis for engineering models, using state of the art

CAD/CAE design tools availabl_,to us through our industrial partners. These

models provide a stringent test of the viability of the geometry and of the

various proposed technologies. We can test the physics performance of the

detector through ray tracing through the models. The engineering models

i have good fidelity and include ali the necessary intrusions of reality -

i services, supports, access, etc. - to begin the process of systems
integration into a complete and buildable detector. In parallel with the

I engineering of the strawman detector we are developing more quantitative

specifications for all the elements of the detector. Thus by studying

several key physics processes, we extract the requirements on speed,

J segmentation, depth and other critical parameters of the detector. We are

also using simpler simulations of various elements of the detector to

evaluate the performance of the strawman design. We have alread) uncovered

some shortcomings in this geometry s_ well as areas which can be optimized.

[]
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Our plan is to complete the evaluation of the strawman from the

engineeringand physics aspects, and then to do a complete iteration of all

the parameters simultaneously. Thus, for example, we may expect to modify

the volumes for tracking, calorimetry and muon tracking, while modifying the

field strengths of the magnets. It is not inconceivable, that we will

modify the geometry radically based on findings from our studies, for

example in the areas of transition between central and end calorimeters and

toroids.

3.6. Simulation Efforts

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), has purchased a Silicon Graphics

4D/25 Personal IRIS workstation and 4D/25S Data Station server to upgrade

the computing resources for EMPACT detector simulation and software

development.

M. Gundy, a university supported programmer working at BNL, has converted

a series of widely used HEP applications and system-level software tools for

use on the Silicon Graphics machines, which run under UNIX. The CERN

library tools, converted to run on the Silicon Graphics machines are the

most recently updated versions of subroutine libraries and codes used for

physics research. Among the other packages that have been converted is the

ISAJET QCD based event generator code (developed at BNL) which is the

standard for hadron collider Monte Carlo simulations. A Monte Carlo

simulation called SSCSIM, which uses the general-purpose detector simulation

package GEANT3 to simulate the various subsystems of a generic 4-pi

detector, is presently running. The Silicon Graphics' 3D graphics

capabilities are used to produce event displays from the results of the

simulation. The events generated by SSCSIM will be used to establish the

feasibility of the EMPACT design for the SSC. Gundy is presently working on

installing the CERN software maintenance program, PATCHY, to tackle the

future problems that arise in multi-application programming. PATCHY is in

essence a program-building and maintenance tool, which manipulates the

machine dependent parts (or patches) of a user's ultimate main program.

This application includes CERN's most rec_nt Silicon Graphics adaptations.



We have set up a computing environment where the interconnected Silicon

Graphics 4D/25 workstation and 4D/25S Data Station server are part of a

centralized computer network. Users are able to communicate with the remote

computers (via an Ethernet interface) and with the local computers (via an

NFS connection)_ The workstation and Data Station server contain the

accounts of users that are directly involved in the EMPACT experiment for

the SSC. The 4D/25S Data Station server is used as an independent node,

primarily for added disk space.

We expect the CPU requirements for EMPACT simulation to grow rapidly

this year. To keep up with demand we propose to purchase an additional

identical installation for Stony Brook, with software to be maintained by

Gundy. In the short term this will provide resources for both detector

simulation and engineering design. In the longer term we expect that D_

simulation and analysis programs converted to UNIX will also utilize this

system.

3.7. EMPACT Plans

Assuming EMPACT is encouraged to develop a full proposal for Fall 1991,

significant new levels of effort must be supported. We expect that the

major work of building a collaboration, managing it, as well as coordination

of the design and performance evaluation work must be done between Stony
Brook and BNL.

The University has recognized the opportunity to play a leading role at

the SSC and has responded with major new support to allow D_ to keep the

present level of effort. The University has opened two new tenure track

lines which will provide a critical mass for both organizational work and

direct involvement in each of the major subsystems. One position is already

filled and we expect to make a second offer in the fall. The university is

also providing a senior administrative assistant (M. Quint) for three years,

and is partially supporting Gundy for the next two years. Finally, we are

being provided with new office space to house the administrative efforts as

well as new and visiting faculty and engineers from industry.
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Given the extraordinary demands of assembling the collaboration and

producing the EOI, we have successfully solicited funds from New York State

(Urban Development Corporation) to offset some of the costs being borne by

the contract.

This support must now be replaced with funding of this new task. We

are requesting summer salary support for S faculty, a new postdoc to provide

depth, partial support for software (Gundy). We are also supporting two

full time students .-one in engineering working on toroid design (S. Snee)

and one Masters in Scientific Instrumentation (H. Themann) working on

calorimetry at BNL. We are in need of operating support to cover supplies

and communications and significant travel. We note that almost 40 seminars

were given on EMPACT last year in search of collaborators. We expect the

demand for travel to increase this year.
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